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ABSTRACT

and availability at the same time, they are a cornerstone of
big data applications and the technological basis for today’s
largest Internet platforms and most innovative startups alike.

Cloud systems offer a diversity of security mechanisms with
potentially complex configuration options. So far, security
engineering has focused on achievable security levels, but not
on the costs associated with a specific security mechanism
and its configuration. Through a series of experiments with
a variety of cloud datastores conducted over the last years,
we gained substantial knowledge on how one desired quality
like security can have a significant impact on other system
qualities like performance. In this paper, we report on select findings related to security-performance trade-offs for
three prominent cloud datastores, focusing on data in transit
encryption, and propose a simple, structured approach for
making trade-off decisions based on factual evidence gained
through experimentation. Our approach allows to rationally
reason about security trade-offs.

Like any other component of a distributed system operated
in potentially hostile environments and interconnected across
untrustworthy channels, cloud datastores must be appropriately protected against unauthorized access and manipulation
to reduce business risks or simply to achieve regulatory compliance and thus practical applicability at all (e.g. when
personally identifiable information is stored and processed).
In particular, this refers to data flowing to and from an
application’s storage backend operated in the cloud. Cloud
datastores therefore offer different mechanisms for data in
transit encryption.
However, any security measure comes with costs attached,
particularly in the form of impacts on usability, achievable
productivity, system performance, or even realizable functionality. Due to these costs, not any measure that heightens
security is advisable to be employed. Instead, any achievable
gain in security (or, respectively, reduction of risk) must
be weighed against the detrimental impacts before using a
certain security measure. Furthermore, security measures
can typically be used in a variety of different configurations
(e.g., different key-lengths used for traffic encryption) which,
in turn, result in differently severe impacts on other system
qualities. The choice of a certain security configuration must
therefore also be subject to a conscious weighing between the
achieved security level and the adverse effects that have to
be accepted. Striving for maximum security will only rarely
be a rational outcome of such trade-offs.
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•Security and privacy → Distributed systems security; Database and storage security;
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage services and systems (cloud datastores) are
core building blocks of modern distributed systems. Explicitly designed for maximizing performance, elastic scalability,

In the context of cloud datastores, the choice of a security
mechanism and its concrete configuration primarily has to
trade-off security aspects against performance-related system
qualities like achievable throughhput and latency.1 Making a reasonable trade-off decision, then, requires reliable
knowledge about the actual impact that particular security
mechanisms and configurations have in these regards. Unfortunately, such knowledge does often not exist.
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In lack of reliable knowledge about the actual impact of
security mechanisms and their different configuration options on other system qualities, however, managing respec-
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tive trade-offs rationally becomes impossible. In practice,
security-related configuration decisions are therefore typically made on the basis of so-called “best practices”, security
practicioners’ experience and intuition, and rather stochastic ad-hoc considerations, obviously leading to suboptimal
outcomes.

employee productivity [4,5], for optimizing software patching
practices [20], or for aligning configurations of partially interdependent security measures [15]. While theoretical models
have reached notable maturity, however, one of the most
severe obstacles for rational decisionmaking in the field of
security is still a lack of reliable empirical evidence and of
approaches for gathering such evidence (see also [14]).

Over the last years, we conducted a large number of experiments with a diversity of cloud systems and in particular
with cloud datastores, to experimentally study system quality trade-offs [6–10, 12, 22, 23]. In this paper, we report on
select findings related to security-performance trade-offs for
three prominent cloud datastores, focusing on data in transit
encryption, and propose a simple, structured approach for
making trade-off decisions based on factual evidence gained
through experimentation.2

Any approach trying to counteract this lack – and thus to foster more rational security configuration trade-offs – must pay
regard to the multitude of security parameters potentially
relevant in a given setting, their manifold and often indirect impacts on other system qualities (see below), and the
diverse dependencies on factors like the typical application
load or the employed infrastructure. A purely theoretical,
model-driven approach will hardly be able to cover all these
(often unknown) interdependencies. Similarly, quantitative
measurements will also not suffice to encompass all relevant factors and interdependencies, including non-security
qualities.

Starting with a brief summary of relevant background and
related work in section 2, our approach is presented in section
3. In section 4, we then present results gathered for three
widely used cloud datastores (Amazon DynamoDB, Apache
Cassandra, Apache HBase) following this approach before
concluding in section 5.

2.

Instead, we herein thus propose an experiment-driven approach to optimizing security-related configuration trade-offs
which strongly rests upon established concepts for evidencebased trade-offs in the design and configuration of distributed
storage systems in general.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

On the one hand, our considerations rest upon research on
the need for making rational (instead of gut-level) trade-offs
between conflicting system properties in the field of information security and on existing, mostly theoretical approaches
for doing so. On the other hand, we also draw upon existing,
evidence-based approaches to making trade-offs between conflicting quality characteristics in modern distributed systems
engineering in general, particularly with regard to the storage
backend. Both strands shall be briefly outlined:

2.1

2.2

Evidence-Based Trade-Offs in Distributed
Storage Systems

Making trade-offs to optimize different, conflicting system
qualities against each other in the light of given application
requirements is a philosophy inherent to most modern cloud
datastores. In order to maximize performance, elastic scalability, and availability at the same time, for example, cloud
datastores typically relax other quality properties like consistency [18]. In contrast to traditional, relational database
systems, cloud datastores therefore often do not provide
strict consistency guarantees but instead only ensure “eventual consistency” [25]. While this concept facilitates better
performance, scalability, and availability, it entails disadvantages in matters of data staleness (i.e., the risk of reading
outdated data from a node that did not yet receive a certain
update) and ordering (e.g., two replicas may execute two updates in a different order, thus, leading to conflicts). Trading
off these concistency-related properties against performanceand availability-related ones can then be done through the
choice of replication-related configuration parameters, depending on the concrete requirements of the overall system
or application to be built [6].

Trade-Offs for Security-Related Configurations

In the field of information security, the need for making tradeoffs between different system qualities is omnipresent. As the
choice of security measures and their configuration often also
affects non-security factors, respective impacts must therefore
be factored into security-related decisions on system design
and configuration. Furthermore, different goals of security
itself – like, for example, confidentiality and availability in the
case of data encryption – must often be traded off against
each other and even different configurations of the same
security mechanism can have significantly different impacts.
In this light, making trade-offs in practice has for a long
time mostly been perceived as an art rather than a truly
rationalizable process [13].

However, the trade-off between consistency and availability on the one hand and between consistency and latency
on the other hand [1], are not the only trade-offs in (distributed) datastores. There are also trade-offs between available transactional features (mainly isolation guarantees) and
performance or trade-offs between durability and performance (keeping things in memory vs. instantly persisting
changes to disk). Furthermore, in such a situation with a
multitude of trade-offs, there are also indirect, transitive
trade-off relationships between qualities [6]. For instance,
an increased security level could be countered by relaxed
consistency settings to keep the performance level constant.

During the past years, however, intentions for a more rational
practice of making security-related trade-offs have gained
momentum. Especially the research domain of information
security economics [2, 26] played a particular role in this
regard. Amongst others, approaches have been proposed
for trading off between organizational security policies and
2
Other security mechanisms aimed at different attack vectors
(data at rest encryption, logging, etc.) are beyond the scope
of this paper but can basically also be analyzed following the
approach presented herein.
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Typically, these quality levels are not strict guarantees but
rather a system behavior that is caused by a combination of
application workload and particular settings. For example,
setting a consistency level in Cassandra [21] to QUORUM
will result in some undefined staleness and ordering behavior
which furthermore highly depends on the incoming application workload, e.g., a read-only workload will never encounter
any inconsistencies and a write-only workload will never see
its resulting inconsistencies.

this is – at least for the context of cloud datastores – typically
less difficult on an ordinal scale. By doing so, we compile
a strict preference order of different configurations from a
security perspective. Afterwards, we take the opposite point
of view: Based on the pre-identified quality trade-offs (which,
notably, might also be incomplete), we identify a similarly
ordered scale for non-security properties like performance,
data staleness, etc. (see above).
4) Experiment planning: As opposed to security, most
relevant non-security qualities of cloud datastores can be
measured experimentally. For doing this in a way meaningful
to the intended application context, we have to identify typical interaction patterns between applications and datastores.
All configuration options identified in step 2 then have to
be analyzed experimentally. For this purpose, we resort to
established benchmarking approaches for cloud datastores,
e.g., [17], or develop a new one if there is no feasible option.
For the benchmarks themselves, it is of utmost importance
that the workload, i.e., the way in which the benchmarking tool creates stress on the system, is as close to the real
application workload as possible. The more it resembles
the application workload, the more are results meaningful
through accurate prediction of expected quality levels.

The only way to gain reliable information on resulting quality levels is thus through benchmarking experiments – the
resulting knowledge in turn is the necessary requirement for
making informed trade-off decisions.

3.

BENCHMARKING SECURITY CONFIGURATIONS

In this section, we will give an overview of how we typically
gained our experiment results in the past. For this purpose,
we first sketch-out our benchmarking approach before briefly
discussing resulting limitations and disadvantages.

3.1

Benchmarking Approach

5) Experiment execution: In the actual experiment phase,
we run exactly the same benchmark against the cloud datastore once per configuration setting. This allows us to identify
the actual impact that a security configuration has on other
qualities, e.g., performance or data staleness, which are in a
direct or indirect trade-off relationship to security. Typically,
this will lead to a large number of experiments which we
additionally repeat several times to ensure repeatability but
also to study stableness of our results. Obviously, this is only
feasible if the experiments are at least semi-automated to
require as little human intervention as possible.

In benchmarking, we aim to gather reliable and relevant
evidence for making security configuration trade-offs while
reducing experimental efforts as far as possible. For this
purpose, we propose the following 6-step process, which we
have continuously refined through a large number of past
experiments. While these steps seem straightforward and
somewhat trivial, they are – as experience shows – not.
In benchmarking, so many things can go wrong that not
following a systematic approach seems courageous at best.
1) Relevant security parameters and trade-offs: In a
first step, we identify all parameters and their configuration
options, i.e., groups of security configurations, that are subject to the trade-off of interest. We also determine which
system qualities beyond the desired security levels these parameters are likely to affect. However, even parameters and
system qualities that – analytically – seem to be isolated
should not be neglected as unforeseen effects always have
a certain likelihood through complex interdependencies in
modern distributed systems.

6) Result analysis: Finally, in the analysis phase, we
carefully weigh different security configuration options with
regards to their security guarantees and their experimentally
determined impact on other qualities to make rational tradeoff decisions. Typically, the final recommendation will be
a “middle” solution. However, as we will see in section 4.1,
sometimes experiments also show that security may come for
free – at least for the user of the cloud datastore – and that
maximum security can be a perfectly rational decision, too.

2) Reduction of the parameter design space: Building
on the potentially large parameter space from step 1, we
identify hard constraints based on the intended application
domain, e.g., corporate policies or relevant regulatory requirements that disallow or require specific cipher suites in
TLS. Configurations not meeting these criteria can then be
disregarded as irrelevant, thus, effectively reducing the design
space of potential options. To further reduce benchmarking
efforts, we compare the still available options and disregard
options that either seem unlikely to have an effect or that
will have a very predictable impact. For this, we build on
experiences from past experiments but also resort to plain
analysis. While this helps to reduce efforts and, thus, cost
of benchmarking, it always comes with the risk of missing
entirely unexpected behavior.

3.2

Discussion

The approach presented above may seem tedious and timeconsuming, even though careful consideration of key parameters can be used to reduce the time and cost effort. However,
results are priceless: Depending on whether the “gut feeling”
decision would have been in favor of (typically) performance
or security, cloud application developers can either gain additional security guarantees at very little or no additional
performance impacts or they can gain significant performance
improvements by disregarding rare or only theoretical threats
while still meeting mandatory security requirements. Also,
as we will see below, such results may also suggest to reconsider the entire security subsystem of cloud datastores due to
catastrophic performance impacts, even compared to other
cloud datastores.

3) Preference ordering: While it is hard to quantify a
level of security for a given configuration on a cardinal scale,
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4.1

Obviously, our approach still depends on a certain level of
experience and does not work “automatically and out of the
box”. In particular, step 2 and – to a certain extent – step 1
are not fully operationalizable if the resulting parameter space
should be meaningful and sufficiently small to experiment
with. Also, the preference ordering in step 3 will typically not
be fully deterministic for a given setting because of all too
often rather tacit than explicit preferences. Nonetheless, our
approach still strongly reduces the need for “gut feelings” and
paves the way for significantly more rational and structured
security configuration trade-offs.

Data in transit encryption for DynamoDB is realized by
means of TLS-based HTTPS connections. Generally speaking, TLS can be operated in a multitude of different configurations (protocol version, key-length, operation mode, etc.)
which are negotiated during connection handshake and which
carry different computational efforts on the client as well as
the service side. Without significant tweaks on the client
side implementation, however, DynamoDB only allows to
either use TLS or not, with concrete configurations varying
across regions and over time.3 In practice, security engineers
thus primarily have to decide whether to use data in transit
encryption or not when using DynamoDB. By changing the
employed region, however, even different TLS configurations
may be chosen indirectly.

Another issue is the expected lifetime of benchmarking results,
i.e., the period of time until measurement results will have
become obsolete. Generally, experiments become obsolete
after a while if either software or hardware updates are made
to the deployment platform, i.e., results for an on-premise
datastore where neither software nor hardware are changed
will remain relevant. For this, we need to distinguish a cloud
datastore service like Amazon DynamoDB and a self-hosted
cloud datastore system like Apache Cassandra deployed on
a compute cloud. In case of cloud services, changes to software and hardware will be frequent and results will therefore
become obsolete very fast. However, at the same time such
services offer only very limited security configuration options
so that repeating experiments is relatively inexpensive. For
a self-hosted cloud datastore, in contrast, there are much
more configuration parameters so that experiments can be
time-consuming and expensive. However, here the application developer has a much higher degree of control over the
deployed system stack: software is only updated explicitly
by the application developer, i.e., he can also decide to not
update, and underlying hardware is updated rarely.

As outlined above, making a rational trade-off between these
options must weigh the resulting security level against the
respectively achievable performance. Following former experiments with a comparably weak TLS configuration4 [22], we
thus conducted experiments for DynamoDB operated in an
AWS region that provides reasonable TLS security5 and compared a configuration with data in transit encryption turned
on to one without. In all these experiments, we benchmarked
throughput, read latency and write latency.
In none of these dimensions, however, we observed statistically significant deviations and thus any performance impact
of using TLS-protected communication at all, neither for the
previously benchmarked, rather insecure configuration nor
for the current setting with reasonable security (see figure
1). Leaving aside an increased computational load on the
client side, Amazon is thus shouldering the whole bill of
provider-side computational overhead and DynamoDB provides the provisioned throughput independently from data
in transit encryption turned on or not. At least in matters of
storage-side performance, there is thus no reason to abstain
from data in transit encryption at all or to choose a less
secure configuration for performance-related reasons. Without the evidence provided by our experiments, intuitively
made trade-offs would presumably have come to different
conclusions for a multitude of “not so critical” cases.

Still, the probability of the benchmarking results being obsolete should be carefully weighed against the costs and efforts
of rerunning the experiments. Fortunately, applications are
bound to notice performance changes through monitoring.
This may provide an indicator for the point in time when
changes have been made: while monitoring results are stable, the current configuration may no longer be the “best”
option, but it will not be worse than at the time when it was
selected.

4.

Amazon DynamoDB – Free Lunch

DynamoDB is a managed cloud datastore provided by Amazon as part of the AWS ecosystem. It is explicitly designed
for handling large amounts of data and for providing high
throughput in writing and accessing these data. As a managed service, DynamoDB is procured on the basis of a
given throughput to be provided and scales automatically to
achieve this throughput.

EXEMPLARY CASE STUDIES

To illuminate the benefit of such experimentally gathered evidence, we present three case-studies focusing on three widely
used cloud datastores below: Amazon’s provider-maintained
DynamoDB service, Apache Cassandra, and Apache HBase.
For each case study, the considered cloud datastore is briefly
introduced, followed by an outline of the available mechanisms for achieving data in transit encryption and the respective configuration options available. Based on this, we then
describe the experiments we conducted and present selected
results. As the main focus of this paper is on the general
approach of evidence-based security trade-offs, we mainly refer to results for maximum throughput achieved for a mixed
read-/write-workload here and also abstain from elaborating
on in-depth details of the experiment settings. However, all
experiments were conducted in accordance with benchmarking best practices [11], e.g., ensuring that the measurement
client did not become a bottleneck in the experiment.

4.2

Apache Cassandra – It’s in the Details

Apache Cassandra is a highly scalable and fault-tolerant
distributed datastore often used in distributed systems with
large datasets. A common use-case is to deploy a Cassandra cluster on cloud compute instances (like, e.g., Amazon
3
At the time of our experiments, for example, AWS
Ireland used TLS RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA, while
AWS Germany offered significantly higher security with
TLS ECDHE WITH AES 256 GCM SHA384.
4
SSL RSA WITH RC4 128 MD5
5
TLS RSA WITH AES 128 CBC SHA.
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Figure 2: Throughput impact of AES operation
mode and AES-NI hardware support for a TLSprotected Cassandra cluster with 3 nodes

Figure 1: Experimentally determined throughput
impact of TLS encryption for DynamoDB

EC2 instances) and to scale the number of instances according to dynamically fluctuating loads. Due to this model of
self-operation, any encryption overhead has to be borne by
the user of a Cassandra-cluster – either in the form of reduced performance or through increased costs for procuring
additional instances to achieve similar performance.

rameter combinations. Of the still extensive experiments we
conducted, we only report on two parameters here: The operation mode of AES, where we tested “Cipher Block Chaining
(CBC)” against “Galois/Counter Mode (GCM)”, and the
availability of AES-NI extensions for hardware-supported
encryption.

Data in transit encryption is realized through TLS in Cassandra. As Cassandra is typically self-operated, available TLS
configurations are not restricted to a small, pre-selected set
of combinations but just limited by the TLS implementation
used on the client- and the server-side. Any user of a selfdeployed Cassandra cluster will thus have to make rational
choices for such diverse parameters as the protocol version,
the protocol to be used in the handshake phase, the algorithm to be used for bulk data encryption together with its
keylength and operation mode, or the used Hash algorithm.

For a cluster of 3 nodes deployed on Amazon EC2 (m1.large)
with only external (application-replica) communication protected by TLS, we observed significant performance differences resulting from different settings of these parameters
(see figure 2): Compared to the baseline with no encryption enabled, the configuration with 256 bit AES led to a
nearly similar 31% performance decrease for both operation modes with AES-NI deactivated.6 Given that GCM is
usually deemed more secure than CBC (see step 3 of our
approach), this suggests it to be preferred in any case. With
AES-NI hardware extensions available, however, CBC led to
a performance drop of 20% while GCM produced an overhead of 24% – Depending on the concrete use case, this
might be a reason for preferring CBC over GCM. Besides
highlighting the impact of available hardware extensions for
the achievable performance in general, this also illuminates
how different configuration parameters may interrelate in
this regard.

Furthermore, the hardware-software-stack that Cassandra is
deployed on can play a significant role for the performance
impact of a given configuration: If it allows to utilize cryptographic hardware extensions like AES-NI, the expectable
performance overhead of supported encryption algorithms is
significantly lower than for stacks with purely software-based
encryption. Besides, the used JVM may also influence the
performance impact resulting from certain configurations
because of the different TLS implementations.

With cluster-internal (replica-replica) encryption also activated, the performance impact of encryption was slightly
higher without hardware support (around 33% for both operation modes as compared to no encryption at all), while
the activation of AES-NI had only marginal or even no significant effect (30% for CBC and still 32% for GCM). Again,
this demonstrates the manifold interdependencies between
different configuration parameters and the resulting need for
carefully benchmarking different configurations.

Finally, a self-operated, distributed datastore like Cassandra requires to consider data in transit encryption for both,
external communication with client applications (applicationreplica communication, AR) and cluster-internal communication between different nodes (replica-replica communication,
RR). Depending on the concrete deployment, it might, for
example, be perfectly reasonable to abstain from protecting cluster-internal traffic in exchange for a rather small
performance gain as long as internal traffic is appropriately
protected by other means (e.g. a virtual private cloud).

4.3

Even after sorting out cipher suites with insufficient security
or only marginal adoption (esp. RC4-, MD5- or ChaCha20based combinations) according to step 2 of our approach, a
security engineer is thus still confronted with an overly broad
set of potential configurations to be evaluated. Following step
2 of our approach even further, we thus narrowed down our
experiments to a subset of cipher suites with reasonable pa-

Apache HBase – Be Prepared

HBase is another distributed datastore that is often selfdeployed on multiple compute cloud instances as the storage backend of large distributed systems and applications.7
6

GCM performed only marginally better than CBC.
There are, however, also different offerings for providermaintained HBase deployments that can be used “as a ser7
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Figure 3: Experimentally determined throughput
impact of HBase wire encryption for a cluster with
6 data nodes

For these two layers, data in transit encryption can be activated and configured separately [24, p. 209-210]. Activating
encryption for external communication on the HBase layer,
in turn, automatically enables HBase-internal encryption in
this layer, too. Assuming a distributed HBase deployment in
a public cloud, security engineers will typically have to decide
whether to activate each of these mechanisms. The performance decrease to be expected – and thus to be factored into
the respective trade-off decision – is suggested to be around
10% by the official HBase documentation [3, section 58.3].

5.

CONCLUSION

Today’s cloud systems offer a diversity of security mechanisms, each with potentially complex configuration options.
So far, research on security engineering has focused on achievable security levels, but not on the costs associated with a
specific security mechanism and its configuration. Performance engineering, on the other hand, typically opts for
the fastest (but often weakest) security configuration – for
instance, until a few years ago even online banking sites used
RC4-based SSL cipher suites. However, in most scenarios a
“middle ground” would be the best option for an application
developer: cloud systems that offer reasonable performance
while ignoring exotic or theoretical threats. Identifying such
a middle solution, however, requires detailed knowledge on
the impacts that specific security configurations have on
other qualities such as performance or data consistency.

To verify this magnitude, we benchmarked an HBase cluster
with 6 data nodes deployed on Amazon EC2 (m4.large) in two
different configurations first: No data in transit encryption
enabled and data in transit encryption enabled on both
layers. As it can be seen from figure 3, results were much
worse than expected according to the official documentation.
Instead of 10%, we actually observed an overall throughput
decrease of 47%. For a cluster with 3 data nodes, however,
we got a performance decrease of only 7% while for 12 data
nodes, throughput dropped by 37% [23]. Especially for
larger, more realistic cluster sizes, the actual impact observed
through our experiments is thus way beyond what the official
documentation suggests.

Through a series of experiments with a variety of cloud datastores conducted over the last years, we gained substantial
knowledge on how one desired quality like security can have
a significant impact on other system qualities like performance. Building on these experiences, we proposed in this
paper a simple, structured approach for making trade-off
decisions based on factual evidence gained through experimentation. Our approach allows to rationally reason about
security trade-offs. Using this approach, we then reported
on select findings related to security-performance trade-offs
for three prominent cloud datastores, focusing on data in
transit encryption. We showed that, depending on the cloud
datastore in question, enabling security may have severe
impacts in all setups or only for specific configurations and
deployments. We also showed that security may, in fact,
come for “free” – at least for the cloud user.

Again, this illuminates the importance of experimentally
gathered evidence for making rational security-related tradeoffs: While a performance decrease of 10% might be deemed
a reasonable price for securing some less-critical business data
against eavesdropping, for example, a decrease of 47% (or,
vice versa, a rise of costs by up to 90% for achieving similar
performance with a respectively increased cluster size) will
certainly lead to significantly different trade-off decisions.
In subsequent experiments with different cluster sizes and
instance types, these results basically held true. Through
benchmarking additional configurations, we were furthermore able to attribute the largest share of the performance
impact (between 66 and 80%) to the HBase- and not to the
HDFS layer. Besides fostering better-founded configuration
decisions, our approach thus also provides a clear indication
for a careful re-examination of respective implementation
parts within HBase’s security subsystem.

In future work, we plan to work on adaptive communication
middleware systems that automatically change security configurations of systems such as Apache Cassandra based on
their current state to meet both performance and security
goals. Furthermore, we intend to apply our approach to other
security measures beyond data in transit encryption and to
examine their interdependent impact on non-security system
properties such as performance but also data consistency.

vice”.
8
The details of the HBase security subsystem are quite complex and don’t matter much here. Most importantly, however,
it heavily employs Kerberos and Java’s Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL).
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